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Information 
 

The natural sciences professorship has a 2-2 teaching load, and provides an opportunity 
to develop a sequence of 8 classes over the course of two years in consultation with students and 
other faculty members. This allows the chair to explore their own interests while encouraging 
breadth within the natural sciences. Deep Springs’ location in an area of rich geological and 
biological diversity, on the edge of the Great Basin, Sierra, and Mohave desert provides excellent 
occasions for fieldwork and study. In addition, the working cattle ranch, farm, and garden offer 
opportunities for professors to work with and draw from in their classes. Science professors have 
access to an on-campus lab space, an herbarium, and a small collection of local minerals and 
archeological specimens. The chair may design courses to focus on labs, fieldwork, or seminar 
discussions. The college makes available professional development funds, is prepared to support 
modest research, and provides four months a year without academic commitments.   

 
Deep Springs students are highly motivated, curious, and willing to take on challenges; 

professors are encouraged to solicit student participation in their own work and to develop 
projects of mutual interest. The appointment is full-time with benefits and open to candidates at 
the junior or senior level in fields including but not limited to environmental science, biology, 
chemistry, geology, physics. Professors are provided room and board, and the position is 
renewable up to six years.  

 
 

About Deep Springs 
 
Isolated in the high desert of California’s Eastern Sierra, Deep Springs College offers a 

unique setting for thinking and learning. The college aims to prepare its 28 students for a life of 
service to humanity through three pillars--ranch labor, student body self-governance, and a 
rigorous liberal arts curriculum. All students receive a full scholarship during their two years of 
study. Afterwards, most students transfer to top-tier institutions in order to complete their degree. 

The faculty is composed of 3 long-term professors, and 2 or 3 visiting professors. The 
student faculty ratio is 4-1, and most classes have fewer than 10 students. Long-term professors 
have an active role in shaping the intellectual culture of this small community. Professors work 
closely with students, often continuing classroom conversations over meals.  
 
Deep Springs is an equal opportunity employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race, 
ethnic origin, disability, sexual orientation, gender, gender identity, religion or political 
affiliation. 


